Maplewood 3 is part of a national project looking at reducing restrictive practices.

It is focusing on restraints, seclusions and rapid tranquilisation.

London days..

This time we learned all about what our data is showing,

Maplewood 3 has what’s called sustained change,

Overall the numbers for both seclusion and restraints have come way down and have stayed down despite this being a challenging time.

We learned all about the changes some of the different wards are making and are networking with wards across the country!

What changes are Maplewood 3 making?

Personality disorder training is ongoing for staff to attend

This month we welcomed a new service user to the ward! When he arrived there was a ‘welcome basket’ waiting for him full of toiletries, information about his case manager and the staff team and there were some treats in there too!

July’s Data

Restraint—2
Seclusion—0
Rapid tranquilisation—0

Finally...

A massive thank you to all the staff for supporting each client through a challenging time for all!